


S U M M A R Y

Two weeks' field investigation of IDRC village woodlots in

the "3M" Arrondissements of Zinder Department supports throe

conclusions.

First, villagers express substantial and sharpening interest

in reforestation. But thus far, IDRC project 3-P-72-0093 has

barely tapped it.

Second, this failure flows partially from poor performance

in the project's research component. Technically feasible

reforestation packages - species and planting techniques adapted

to facilitate rapid wood production in the local sahelien

environment - were to have been developed. To date they have

not been. Selective protection of natural regeneration remains

probably the most productive reforestation strategy. Peasants

have known about this for years; many would like new information.

Third, effective local participation in reforestation has

been throttled by exclusive reliance in the IDRC project on a

community woodlot system, ill-suited in the local socio-political

context to serve as a vehicle for reforestation efforts powered

and sustained by local people. Family woodlots offer more tangible

incentives for participation and should be vigorously advocated.

Nigerien Forest Service personnel at the arrondissement,

departmental and national levels agree with the first two conclusions,

which are based on comments of area villagers. The third conclusion

appears somewhat more controversial, but Nigerien foresters
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recognize difficulties plaguing community action as a means to

reforestation. At the national level, willingness to reorient

the program during a second phase to a family-based operation

emphasizing research gains appears firm.

Almost to a man rural residents interviewed want to move

towards family-based forestry because they see privatization

of the Woodstock as the condition necessary to justify their

investment of time, energy and funds in sustained yield management.

While they express a less succinct view of desireability of

research, technical feasibility is a hot issue. IDRC woodlot

performance generally suffers in critical comparison with

villagers' success in managing natural regeneration and raising

trees in their own compounds. Stunted neems in failed woodlots

don't interest peasants. Many, however, would eagerly adopt

cheap, effective, productive reforestation strategies if they

stood to benefit by them.

Three conditions will govern second-phase success:

(a) The project's geographical domain must be pared down

from a three-arrondissement operation to one concentrating

on a small number of villages grouped in a restricted

area of a single arrondissement (probably Matameye).

(b) A Nigerien forester having both field experience and

rossearch training must be assigned as full-time resident

project director.

(c) Local relaxation of the national forestry code currently

in force must be authorized to permit establishment of



firm individual (family) property rights in all trees

- planted seedlings and protected natural regeneration -

on family lands, at least within the project area.

Assuming these conditions can be met a second phase appears

highly desireable. It might well lead to productive advances,

both in technical sahelien forestry matters and in defining

terms of political and legal feasibility for self-help) reforestation

strategies potentially replicable in similar saheiieh environments.
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This assessment of the IDRC village woodlot project (Hois

de Villages /Niger_/ Centre File 3-P-72-0093) in the Mirriah,

Magaria, Matameye - "3M" - Arrondissements of Zinder Department

includes five parts: (1) introduction, (2) background issues,

(3) a series of questions and responses concerning various social,

economic,environmental and political aspects of the project as

they bear on its success, (4) conclusions and (5) a series of

recommendations about design elements to be included in a

possible second phase of the project.

Introduction

Terms of reference guiding the investigation stipulate four

goals:

(1) identify main factors influencing project results;

(2) describe specific obstacles to be overcome and action

required to obtain better results in similar projects;

('3) describe possible alternative wood production systems

(emphasizing poles and fuelwood) feasible within the

context of local farming systems; and

(4) describe land tenure systems and land use pattern? in

relation to community forestry activities with special

reference to determining how much land village communities

and individuals are prepared to devote to tree planting

in relation to increasing need for food production.

Technical aspects of the project were investigated and are

being assessed in a separate report to be submitted by Mr. Abul

Gasim Self el Din of the IDRC forestry division/Nairobi.



Field Investigation

Field investigations were conducted in Niger from November

16 through December 4. Most of this nineteen-day period was

spent interviewing project area foresters and villagers.

Discussions in Niamey before and after field work with M. Alio

HAMIDIL, then Acting Director of the Forest Service,took two

days, as did the Niamey-Zinder round-trip by car. Mr. Seif el

Din joined the writer in Zinder en November 26 rind returned

with him to Niamey on December 2.

The author of this report has spent a total of four years

in the "3M" area, first as a volunteer in the national adult

literacy program and then as a field researcher investigating

various aspects of rural development. He speaks fluent Hausa

and has conducted all field investigations since 1971 in that

language.

For this consultancy the author visited twelve of the 59

woodlot villages, four alone, seven accompanied by Forest

Service chauffeurs (three of those together with Mr. Seif el

Din) and one accompanied by the Magaria Arrondissement forester.

In each village public interviews were conducted with villagers.

Whenever possible, the headman was included in these discussions.

The author also employed one of his research assistants,

a Hausa native of Mirriah Arrondissement, to conduct investigation?

in some twenty other villages. In each village the assistant

discussed the woodlot operation with local notables, usually the

village headman, often a relative; they had' typically participated
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in creating the woodlots. While his investigations were less

public, complete and searching than the author's, his conclusions
•• i • . "

on a number of issues closely parallel those" reached by the

writer and so tend to confirm their accuracy.

Background Issues

Population Pressure and Soil Fertility

Population pressure is high and growing. The fragile local

sahelien environment can no longer adequately support human and

animal populations trying to exist there. Out-migration has

become relatively standard strategy, especially among those

younger people who can no longer find places on family homesteads.

Most of these migrants go south to the cities of Nigeria, or

to rural areas to work as hired farm labor. Reserves of arable

bush land east of Zinder have steadily shrunk. Few peasants

now consider colonization on the eastern marches feasible.

Despite out-migration (or perhaps because opportunities

for same are also shrinking) , enough people remain behind to

overwork and destroy the land. In the canton best known to

the writer - site of two Mirriah Arrondissement IDRC woodlot

projects, both miserable failures - bush land has now been almost

totally exhausted. Some farmers still hold enough land to

effectively reconstitute soil fertility by periodic fallowing,

but they are rare. Most "3M" peasants feel the pinch of shrinking

soil fertility more each year. Everyone recognizes fallowing

is failing. Richer farmers arc going to chemical fertilizers.
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a strategy generally agreed to be high gain but risky: when

rainfall is inadequate to disperse the chemicals, crop roots

burn, reducing harvests and leaving the peasant to pay both

his fertilizer and his family food bills.

Land Tenure

Local land tenure law conforms generally to rules of the

Islamic Maliki school. In the simplest situations these

prescribe sex-based division of land at the owner's death.

Surviving sons inherit a full share, daughters a half share.

Women's shares are often farmed by close male relatives since

marriage is patrilocal and women frequently live their productive

years away from their natal communities. As population grows,

this particular set of land tenure rules tends to micronize

holdings. If family lands become too small trees become

dispensable in a short-term battle to wrest enough food from

the land this year. Prospects for reforestation are impaired.

Increasingly young men request and receive land inheritance

before their fathers die;. They set up their own households

and farm separately, making all decisions concerning production

activities within the unit.

Average family size has shrunk noticeably over the past

forty to fifty years in the project area. Several factors

contribute to this development. Most important was the period

of relative prosperity from 1951-68. Peanut cash-cropping boomed

during these years, and many young men struck out on their own

as independent entrepreneurs. During the drought of the early



and middle seventies, many of these smaller households suffered

considerable harship. Today they continue to lend a risky

existence. If any of the adults (husband and one to a normal

absolute maximum of three wives) fall sick during a critical

production period in the growing season (June-September), crops

suffer intially and the family later. Security once offered

by the old extended family system often no longer exists as a

"natural" element of kinship in these cases, although the

indisposed often do make it with a little help from their friends

Many household units may be labor short during peak

production periods and unable to devote much effort to Wood

growing. Therefore any technical advances or common sense

tricks Which shift the burden of wood production to other

seasons offer clear advantages in reducing the opportunity cost

of reforestation. In this context note that many local adults,

particularly men, leave villages where they farm during the

summer rains for extended periods during the intervening dry

seasons. Whether collective or family-based, wood production

schemes requiring year-round residence will therefore strike

many people as unattractive. Collective action units could

overcome this difficulty by assessing absentees the monetary

equivalent of their labor input but, as will now be suggested,

such units do not flourish in the area.

Political Relationships

Since the founding of a Muslim kingdom in the "3M" area

about 1800, villages there have been ruled by a succession of



formally centralized governments. From the pre-colonial Damagaram

state through French colonial military and civilian governments

to the independent civilian regime, these overriding political

units have been increasingly hostile to local autonomy and

initiative. Village collective action capability is meager.

Despite some relevant differences between the larger cantons of

Magaria and Matameye Arrondissements (the latter coterminus with

the boundaries of a single canton, ruled by a still powerful

canton chief, ex-minister of the civilian government) ancj the

much smaller and more numerous cantonal units of Mirriah

Arrondissenient, "self-help" projects happen in the "3M" area

as a rule because they are imposed by government officials.

Villagers rarely come together spontaneously to engage in

collective action.

Difficulties experienced by the UNCC quasi-cooperative

movement, government-inspired, since its local inception in 1962,

and by the cooperative assembly system which has since been

piggy-backed on the original structure, strongly suggest those

who rely on autonomous collective action as a mechanism for

development projects, including resource management projects,

build on risky footing. Nonetheless, there may be good reasons

for doing so. The military regime's current proposals for a

new era of village autonomy in the context of a projected "Societe

de Developpement" reflect concern to decentralize power. For the

policy to succeed, institutions capable of using power must

exist locally. At the moment they do not. If they did, a
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number of problems now hampering local renewable resource

management efforts might be more easily overcome.

Collective Organization Problems

In a community woodlot scheme, Mi's failure, for whatever

reason, to participate when he should threatens continuation of

the project unless other participants have a way of sanctioning

his failure to appear (reducing his eventual share, or forcing

him to pay his part of production costs in some way). Unless

this is possible, others involved in the project are soon led

to withdraw their own efforts - to avoid being suckered by the

"freeriders" - and the project fails for lack of effective

participation. In the "3M" area effective local c6ntrol

mechanisms cannot be assumed to exist a priori. The presumption

must rather be that they do not exist. The burden of proof

lies on those who wish to use them to demonstrate the contrary

in any particular community.

The advantage of family- or individual-based reforestation

efforts is simply that they avoid these difficulties of inter-

dependence. Encouraging individual households to engage in

tree production when and where they will reduces costs of

interdependence. If Ali falls sick he may simply not plant;

but his failure does not impinge in any obvious way on Abdu's

wood production efforts. The latter's returns to investment

will be little affected by Ali's failure to reforest-his own

land. In light of the unpredictable ways in which rainfall

patterns, kinship obligations and professional activities affect
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the lives (and production schedules) of residents of the same

community, this sort of independence seems highly desircable

in a wood production scheme.

Other comments seem pertinent here. So long as total

demand for seedlings remains roughly predictable, even though

it emanate from the uncoordinated reforestation efforts of

individual family units rather than from the planned development

of a new increment of community woodlot, mini-nurseries arc

viable operations. It makes no difference in the end if Ali

or Abdu buys the stock so long as the nurseryman can apportion

seedling production to effective demand. Existence of private

nurseries in several villages not even associated with the TDKC

project suggests seedling production is feasible locally. The

new Forest Service mini-nursery program may help spread nursery

skills more widely.

Risks involved in opting for an individually- or family -

based wood production scheme exist but seem on balance less

than those currently burdening communal woodlot operations.

Families who are poor, or wood-poor when the project begins

may find themselves unable to keep up or catch up. They may

be unable to supply their own wood needs from family property.

Those who are more secure and better able to devote additional

effort to wood production may eventually be in position to exploit

poorer neighbors' vulnerability. Weighed against this must be

gains from greater flexibility and independent individual efforts

at reforestation/wood production in a context of weak local
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government structures and uncertain personal schedules. These

frequently combine to undermine collective woodlot attempts.

Overall efficacy of reforestation actions will be predictably

much higher in this context when based on individual or family

units rather than on collective units. Greater wood production

means potentially greater supply and potentially more suppliers,

which in the end should combine to drive down the price of

wood to those who need it.

Questions and Answers

Land Tenure and Tree Tenure

Two forms of land tenure occur in the "3M" area.

Hausa land tenure. Farmers live in a central village community

Original settlers tend to occupy the best fields, located closest

to the residential center. These fields are heavily fertilized

by night soil and by stock droppings deposited as village animals

move to and from grazing areas during the dry season. Close-in

fields can also be most easily fertilised with compound sweepings

and droppings from animals tethered in or just outside compounds.

A second ring of fields, in the past farmed less frequently

and fallowed more often, lies further out from the town center.

Original settlers usually have some lands here. Villagers who

joined the tommunity at a later date usually do as well.

A third and final ring of fields, previously opened

occasionally in the area of bush separating each village from

neighboring communities and fallowed during long intervening
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periods, arc now usually owned by late comers to the community.

These fields typically receive the least fertilizer and are

hardest to regenerate once fallowing ceases. Most villagers

interviewed indicated free bush was gone for good. Many villages

in all three arrondissements apparently do not even have much

fallow land anymore. Those which do are operating on an

extremely short - three-to-five year - fallowing cycle.

Thr typical pattern of "Hausa" land tenure (which may by

adopted by Hausa, Bugaaje ex-serfs of the Tuareg nomads, and

partially or totally sedentarized /"House"/ Fulani, as well as

by Barebari in the Zinder area) reflects a strategy of risk-

spreading. It also embodies an attempt to include in family

lands thr variety of different soil conditions best suited to

the particular range of crops produced in the area. A householder

wants bottomland for gardening and a variety of upland dune soils

for peaanuts, millet and sorghum. Usually the upland fields

will be spread out in several directions from the village,

rather than grouped in a single block. This placement of fields

somewhat reduces risk of crop failure by parrying very irregular

and unpredictable rainfall patterns. A farmer may see his crops

fail infields on one side of his village while on the other,

plants do well. Late-comers to the community often cannot adopt

this startfegy because sufficient land is no longer available

when they take up residence. Nonetheless it remains an ideal.

Buyaje land tenure. Each family lives on its own field

in easily moveable huts. Fields are arranged in long parallel
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code.

In light of the above it appears fair to conclude that,

were the national forestry code changed to make field owners

proprietors of trees growing on their lands, whether planted

or natural regneration, most villages would either develop or

reinforce the kind of (very) informal policing which now

exists in some localities. At that point, investment in wood

production would become a much more reasonable operation than

it now is. /return to p. 15, "Project Presentation at the

Village Level./
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was inadequate in the sense that villagers do not clearly believe

they own the wood. The three Arrondissement foresters involved

in project implementation say they told villagers trees would

belong to them. In Matameye some community visits initially

involved participation by Animation agents, who are responsible

for generalized extension and mobilization work.

In a majority of locales visted by both the author and

his research assistant, villagers understood woodlbts were being

planted because wood was becoming critically short in supply.

Many interviewed admitted they had been told the trees would

be theirs. Few - residents of one or two villages at most, one

of which had a long history of involvement with Animation efforts

and had hosted a series of outside agents since the mid-1960's -

seem convinced wood will be distributed free to them when it is

ready for harvesting. Most think the wood belongs to the forester,

know lie controls the woodlot, and believe they have no say over

distribution. They hope (a) they will get it free and failing

that, (b) that they will be given first option to buy. Many

professed resignation when confronted by the author with the

hypothetical suggestion that the wood might be harvested and

sold in nearby regional centers.

This set of beliefs : concerning ownership and control are

subject to*xevision in the event that trees are harvested and

distributed according to original promises. They may well be,

but thus far no lots have matured to the point where distribution

formulae might be discussed and put'to the test. Monsieur OUATTARA

Yahia, before his recent retirement as Zinder Departmental Forester,



woodlot" in Hausa, and so called by most villagers), Most

replied affirmatively. It is difficult to determine whether

they felt compelled tp do so or were really interested in having

wood. But since such projects usually occur at government

initiative (cf. supra, p. 9) it is probable that the villager

in Angoal Talba, MIR, spoke for many in the project when he

said:

Since the Government says so, we want it.
Whatever the modern thing is, we have to
follow it.

Others were clearly more enthusiastic, but they appeared to

represent a minority opinion. Note here that the foresters found

themselves in a bind as well as the villagers: once the latter

expressed willingness to have a communal woodlot, land had to be

found somewhere. Since they had village and hectare quotas to
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arranged with the Matameye Subprefect that Animation agents,

not Forest Service personnel, would handle distribution. This

seems an entirely appropriate procedure. If it is adfyere$ to,

peasants' conception of who owns what in the woodlots might

begin to change.

Site Selection

Site selection is a delicate issue. It invokes cession

by a single individual or a few persons of land they are Ipathe

to let go. The community benefits; the donors resign themselves

to the loss. Villagers typically reported they were asked

whether they wanted a village woodlot (termed "government:































































Angoal Gamji/3

If seedlings were provided, would buy them at 10 francs/ and

some would plant them in their compounds (maina., kuka) and in

fields (doreowa) .

Have enough gawuna; wood lacks strength; will falldown during

rainy season storms, destroy huts.

Sarkin Bula: wanted to know, if man planted Parkia, another

came with a permit to cut, tried to cut it, whose treex would

itbe? Said would plnat more if it were sure trees were

theirs











Guetsi/3

Would be interested in planting local species, if could get them.

IN PAST; cmdt. brought trees in, mangoes; some said, don't plant

them because afterwards he'll claim that your bottom land is h i s .

But if the trees are sold to you, then if you plant them, they're

yours.

ON REPLICATION

"Would some people get together to do a (govt) woodlot? Only if

they were foreed to. The better alternative would be for everybody

to plant in his own field and to take care of his own trees.

Never used quaric oath to protect the trees.

Fulani, on fields, have easeir time protecting trees than do Hausa

in their villages.

If didn't announce that planted trees belonged to planter, it's

possible that they would be stolen by fellow villagers (i.e., wood,

when trees gotbigger) .

Troubles keeping Hulani out of gardens; that's eased off a bit,

butsome of the other members of group remember 40 cows in a garden,

chewing on mango trees.

Maigari thinks that they wouldn't steal from each other if trees

were planted, but there's plenty of disagreement, though suppressed

by elders.






